
 

The WireFlow bulletin, August 2012 
Trouble reading this mail? 

Greetings, 
From the country where the sun hardly sets this time of the year; here are the latest news from WireFlow. We are continuing 
pursuing our mission to bring more National Instruments compatible products and modules to the market. Our latest feats are listed 
below. 
We aren’t shy admitting we are great National Instruments fans, and are very much looking forward to the upcoming NIweek in 
Austin. If you are there as well, don’t hesitate to pop us a message so we can meet up for a formal meeting or, perhaps even better, 
a beer on 6th Street… 

The Multiplexer module (C Series) is a 32-channel Multiplexer/Matrix Switch for Compact RIO. It is a general purpose 
switch that can be used to switch almost any type of signals.  
To learn more check out: WF 3132 

 

 

The Fibre Optic Module (C Series) is a 2-channel full duplex 650 nm fibre optic module for Compact RIO. This 

module is typically used for communication in harsh environments, long distance deterministic communication 

and synchronization.  

To learn more check out: WF 3182 

http://www.wireflow.se/AB0005-018%20The%20WireFlow%20bulletin%20August%202012.pdf
http://www.wireflow.se/products/wf3132
http://www.wireflow.se/products/wf-3182-c-series-fibre-optic-module
http://www.wireflow.se/


 

 

The Enhanced mode for the Resistor Emulator Module is introduced in the latest version of the WF 3144 LabVIEW driver. 
The Enhanced mode vastly improves the accuracy of the the programmable resistance. 
To learn more check out: Enhanced mode white paper 

 

 

The ProgressBar (LabVIEW sw) module is an easy way to add progress bars to an application. 
To learn more check out: WF ProgressBar 

http://www.wireflow.se/products/WF3144/AB0005-017%20WP1%20WF%203144%20Enhanced%20Mode.pdf?attredirects=0
http://www.wireflow.se/products/wf-progressbar


 

 

The Build Support (LabVIEW sw) adds the possibility to invoke builds across different targets and in a user specified 
order. 
To learn more check out: WireFlow Build Support 

 

 

Our webshop (shop.wireflow.se) has opened up! 
Of course we happily continue processing enquiries directly via phone, email etc, for those who prefer that. 

We would also like to express our gratitude to all of those that continue inspiring us with more product ideas and great feedback, 
Thank you! :) 

Have a great continuation of the summer 
The WireFlow Team  
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